9th December 2014
It’s that time of year again . . . !!
We’ve just cycled down to West Bay to watch them switch on their Christmas-tree lights . . . there were
carols, mulled wine and mince pies (free) and Santa Claus was there on his lit-up tractor trailer blasting out
“Christmas” songs and clouds of bubbles . . . but the children were getting excited as usual and the seagulls
were mewing overhead as the sun set over the calm sea . . .It was a very tranquil wintry scene . . .
That, and a link ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCNvZqpa-7Q ) uploaded to Facebook by Clare, made
me think of all our dear ones and to wonder when we’d all get together and what the New Year holds for us all.
Anyway, I always look forward to hearing everyone’s news in their Christmas cards and so I’m going to set
about trying to remember what we’ve been up to over the last year.
We had a quiet winter and then kicked off spring with a narrowboat holiday in the Midlands, near Chester with
dear friends on their time-share narrow-boat

Jerry (poised!)
Moi (in action!)
You might well think that March was a little early for a holiday of this type but we had a great time. The
weather was mostly dry and Jane & Jerry are experts at negotiating narrow bends, mooring up in awkward
places and operating locks.

nonchalance . . .
refuge . . .
We saw plenty of wild life - most prominently coming to mind is the yellow wagtail near one lock. We
enjoyed good food, wine and company. We also cleverly used the only wet day to explore Chester itself which
was a Good Plan ! and also very interesting . . . .
Philip’s Croquet season began in the spring and has been a really good one . . . both from the point of view of
the weather (in 2012 he only managed to play 4 times because it was so wet) and his increasing skill. It’s
always satisfying to win some difficult matches and he has been doing that quite a lot. He tells me his handicap
has gone up from 24 to 16, whatever that means . . .
At the beginning of May I completed another week of walking on the SW coast path (from Plymouth to
Brixham) with Penny and Alison. The weather was a little chilly but mostly dry and we thoroughly enjoyed
the spectacular scenery, the birds and the wild flowers. It was definitely the year of the Stonechat - they
seemed to accompany us all the way, usually perching up on a high twig of gorse and making their curious
tapping call. The orchids were not quite as numerous as in the past but made up for their scarcity by being
extraordinarily large and exuberant.

First spider orchid I’ve seen for years!
Then we had the thrill of Phoebe and her family paying this side of the globe a visit. They were here for nearly
four weeks and managed to pack in quite a bit. We had a long-weekend in London with them at the start of
their visit when we took the children to see the Changing of the Guard and various other touristy London sights.
A lot of time was spent chasing Micah around grassy parks - at nearly two he was full of energy and nothing
pleased him more than to “run away” and be found again! + our fair quota of family meals . . . .
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A week or so later the whole family gathered at a holiday house near Bradford on Avon for 5 days of walks,
sightseeing, meals and general bonding. It all went by too fast !
And then at the end of their time they had a long weekend in Dorset and we managed to get a couple of
Phoebe’s close school-friends here for the day with their offspring. It is amazing how many small children
can be kept entertained by one very large cardboard box !!
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Clare & Luke celebrated their joint 40th birthdays in June with a party for friends and family at a local scout hut
. . . there was a band, lots of yummy food and plenty of drink. The children chased about in the small grassy
area outside and everyone enjoyed the occasion.

The Camerons look good at 40
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After this we had a short break in E Sussex before crossing the channel for the wedding of Veronique (Philip’s
niece) in Brittany. Another wonderful occasion for friends and extended family. Especially poignant as they
actually live in Sydney, Australia so we don’t see them as often as we would like . . . . the weather was kind
and most of us stayed in a jolly “camping” where there was a super pool and we could socialise between the
cabins as and when we wished.

Veronique & Antoine’s wedding

It was a happy, sunny, windy day !
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We squeezed in a visit to my cousin Frances at her Brittany bolt-hole after this . .
. sun, boats, sand, walks, wonderful food and wine, superb company - what’s
not to like ?

Nice pic of Frances outside her house

The rest of the summer was a little flat after all this, but as the weather was pretty good, it was a good one to
spend at home and receive visitors. I managed to swim in the sea nearly every day … it is only 10 minutes on
my bike and I love it!

Beach days with the Camerons . . . pebble sculpture . . . more sunshine

navigating the Fleet . . . Portland Lighthouse

Xander and Sparky . . . the Dorset jungle !
We did escape the sunny southwest for one brief scamper up to Northumberland to stay with kind friends there
and appreciate the wide skies and glorious moorland.
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We even spent a day over the border just before the referendum . . . the place was, of course, plastered with
YES and NO posters and people seemed a little jittery at the prospect of leaving the Union. One of the
pleasures of having more time to travel around the countryside is to take a route “avoiding motorways” and
we’ve found some gorgeous corners of countryside this way. On this trip we explored Durham, which neither
of us had ever visited and found the cathedral and its surroundings spectacular and well worth the diversion.

and - a summer day with the Patersons
Clare and Luke were off to New York to celebrate their 10th anniversary in October - so we got to baby-sit
Milly & Xander for almost a week -

Milly & Xander hanging out with
the Big Kids!

I think we all survived pretty well - mind you, they are fairly bribeable the Dinosaur Pool at Burton Bradstock is a great attraction and on the way back to London we fitted in
LegoLand . . .
We managed not to waste too much time in the ¾ hour queues . . . basically by hurrying on to the next event!
The actual Lego models of London Sights and various Wonders of the World were really too good to leave
right to the end when our energies were almost exhausted.
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On the health front Philip has had both legs “riddled out” where the femoral arteries had silted up with too
much good living and is feeling in fine fettle. Now that it doesn’t hurt so much to walk any distance or dance
all evening, there will be no stopping him !! ?

November and December have been pretty routine and now we’re happily anticipating Christmas with most of
the UK-based family spending some of the holiday period here. We’ll also be meeting up separately with our
more extended families - a contingent of Morgan-Smiths just before Christmas and one of Van Lessens in
mid-January . . . .
Our thoughts, love and warmest good wishes go to each and every one of you with an open invitation to visit us
here . . . there is lots to show you in our pretty corner of Dorset . . . Bridport came second in a national list of
small market towns after, I think, Ludlow . . . !
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